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Key goals of the FCC

• Complete exploration of the Higgs boson and its dynamics

• Significant extension, via direct and indirect probes, of the 
search for physics phenomena beyond the SM

Fulfilling these goals will also require  dedicated attention to crucial 
ingredients, such as 
• the progress of theoretical calculations for precision physics
• the experimental data needed to improve the knowledge of 

fundamental inputs such as SM parameters, PDFs and to assess/
reduce theoretical systematics



Higgs couplings programme

• Precise measurement of main Higgs couplings: 

• W,Z bosons, 3rd generation fermions (⇒probe existence of 

BSM effective couplings, e.g. due to non-elementary nature of 
H, determine CP properties, etc.)

• Couplings to 2nd and 1st generation (⇒universality of Higgs 

mass-generation mechanism)

• Higgs selfcouplings (⇒probe Higgs potential, to test possible 

underlying structure of Higgs, deviations from “mexican hat”, 
etc)

• Couplings to non-SM objects (e.g. invisible decays)

• non-SM couplings (e.g. forbidden decays)



H couplings 

e+e– →H
50 evts

M.Klute, M.Son, J.Zupan ( and M.Klein in eh session)

•At FCC-hh:
•Hμμ coupling: 2% 

precision (extrapol from 
HL-LHC stats)



dλ
d log μ ∝ λ4 – yt4

Degrassi et al, http://arxiv.org/pdf/1205.6497

(meta)Stability of the Higgs potential

Higgs selfcoupling and 
coupling to the top are the 

key inputs to assess the 
stability of the Higgs 

potential
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@FCC-hh:

• ttH coupling:
• 1% theoretical precision on ytop , from measurement of 
σ(ttH)/σ(ttZ) and using BR info from FCC-ee

•H selfcoupling: M.Son
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J.Zupan
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D.Curtin
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D.Curtin

Interplay of EW precision tests (Tera-Z@FCC-ee), Higgs BR measurements 
(H@FCC-ee) and direct resonance searches (10-30 TeV, @ FCC-hh)
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D.Curtin

⇒ Appearance of first “no-lose” arguments for classes of 

compelling scenarios of new physics 
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D.Curtin
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R.Tenchini, JJ.FanEW precision physics
• Needed to push forward the programme of indirect probes of BSM 

phenomena

sensitivity to 
possible scale of 

Higgs 
compositness
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R.Tenchini, JJ.FanEW precision physics

• Needed to clarify outstanding issues left open by LEP/SLC!!

~ 3σ B(W→τν) anomaly!
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V.RadescuQCD precision physics

• Obvious challenge/opportunity for the hh and eh programmes

• Relevant also for EW precision in ee (αS , modeling of hadronic final 
states, Rb, etc)



QCD precision physics
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V.Radescu

αS extraction from DIS 
at FCC-eh, vs HERA

At LEP limited by TH uncertainties or 
statistics. New opportunities at FCC-ee, 

such as use of ΓW
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V.RadescuQCD precision physics
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Scenarios for new physics

N.Craig

• Guidelines for the future
• Search for all that’s searchable!
• Dont necessarily try to tie together under a single 

interpretation all TH issues and exptl puzzles ....
• .... but still make reference to established conceptual 

frameworks as guiding principles to steer the exploration!
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N.Craig
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Dark Matter searches

L.Wang
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Towards no-lose arguments for Dark Matter scenarios: 

L.Wang

disappearing tracks
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dedicated DM searches stimulate new 
analysis strategies ...

P.Harris
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... new analysis strategies stimulate new 
thinking in detector design ...

P.Harris
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P.Harris
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Direct exploration of the highest mass scales
M.Pierini

• Probe the shortest distance scales (e.g. pointlike nature of 
quarks and leptons)

• Probe the existence of new forces (e.g. heavy W’ or Z’ 
resonances)

• Push to the largest masses the searches for strongly-interacting 
SUSY and other signals of “colored naturalness”

• Helps defining performance benchmarks for detector design:

• momentum/E resolution for multi-TeV muons, jets

• tracking in very dense environment

• ultra-granular calorimetry to reconstruct hyperboosted top/
W/Z/Higgs

• ....
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typically usual x 5 
increase in discovery 
reach w.r.t. LHC ...

... but much room for 
improvement in the analysis 

strategies, having to cope with 
(and exploit!!) the 

extraordinary kinematic 
configurations present at these 

high masses!

M.Pierini
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M.Pierini
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M.Pierini
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M.Pierini

How much Luminosity?



• The goal of O(10-20 ab–1) seems justified by the current perspective 
on
• extension of the mass reach
• high-statistics studies of possible new physics to be discovered at 

(HL)-LHC
• high-statistics studies of the Higgs

• Startup at 1032 is enough to quickly move to discovery region

• More aggressive luminosity goals may be required by specific 
measurements, but do not seem justified by generic arguments. 
Further work on ad hoc scenarios (particularly at low mass, elusive 
signatures, etc) is nevertheless desirable. 

• For a large class of after-LHC scenarios, less aggressive lumi goals 
are also fully acceptable as optimal compromise between physics 
return and technical/experimental challenges
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   Conclusions on the discussion of luminosity goals for FCC-hh held in the recent past (HK 
IAS, HKUST, Aspen, etc), and soon to appear in a note (I. Hinchliffe, C.Quigg, A.Kotwal, 
C.Young, W.Yao, W. Chou, L.Wang, ...)



Conclusions and final remarks

• Major progress in the last year in the definition of the physics opportunities 
and challenges for FCC

• ee and eh assessment of physics potential very mature, clear path outlined for 
the required theoretical efforts (precision!!) and well-defined detector 
requirements

• hh a bit behind, much work to be done, but concrete efforts to develop 
physics-driven performance benchmarks for detector design have started

• Rapidly increasing engagement of the theory community

• From the BSM perspective, FCC is not just a quantitative upgrade of the 
LHC, but allows a deeper, and in some cases conclusive, exploration of 
fundamental theoretical issues

• For the Higgs, the FCC will be more than a factory. Rather a “Higgs valley”: 
multiple independent, synergetic and complementary approaches to achieve 
precision (couplings), sensitivity (rare and forbidden decays) and perspective 
(role of Higgs dynamics in broad issues like EWSB and vacuum stability, 
baryogenesis, naturalness, etc)  


